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eXtream Software Development presents the Audio 
Evolution Mobile Digital Audio Workstation App

This incredibly versatile app brings all the capability of a professional 
multi-track recording and mixing studio right onto the latest mobile  
devices.  Musicians and DJs will discover the broad spectrum of sonic 
potential that allows instrument recording, MIDI sequencing for virtual 
instruments, sampling and a vast array of effects and filters.  Non-linear, 
non-destructive editing allows clip placement, cut, paste, trim split,  
cross-fade and range editing for elastic experimentation.  Real-time  
effects such as delay, chorus  and reverb amplify the musical atmosphere.

The app supports multiple audio formats for import and easy editing with 
several grid options for precise time signature settings.  Mastering and 
rendering to high-quality WAV, FLAC, AIFF or OGG formats is as simple 
as the tap of a finger.  Composing beautiful, ethereal music is portable and 
efficient, so as the ideas flow, the Audio Evolution app helps to capture 
that inspiration.     

Android* Tablets Let the Musical Moment Happen

The sleek design of the latest Android* tablets allows easy access to this 
tremendously powerful musical toolkit.  These powerful platforms make 
it easy to plug in and record live, sample many other types of audio and 
seamlessly patch together professional quality recordings.  Because  
tablets offer solid functionality, musicians and DJs don’t have to wait for  
a spare moment in the studio when inspiration strikes; they can start 
sketching out their ideas wherever they are.  In addition, the intuitive  
interface welcomes beginners to the enriching experience of music  
making.

Enabled for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
 
An otherworldly orchestra of possibilities awaits. Now, the Audio Evolution Mobile application harnesses the power of 
a cornucopia of instruments, samples and effects right on Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android*.

Features of Audio Evolution 
for Intel Atom Tablets for  
Android*
  
  • Clear, High-quality Recording  
     of Live Instruments
  • MIDI Sequencing
  • Support for USB audio/MIDI 
     interfaces
  • Filters and Effects
  • Supports Multiple Formats for 
     Import and Mastering



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Recording and Arranging Masterful Music is Now Mobile

By downloading the Audio Evolution application onto high-performance Android* tablets, users can unleash their cre-
ativity on the go.  With this expansive range of musical form and function, great music is more than a whimsical idea. 
It can become a reality.  

Audio Evolution Mobile is available for immediate download at the Google Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.extreamsd.aemobile


